
 
 
 
 

Delaware Thoroughbred Racing Commission 
Minutes of Regular Meeting Held On 

April 16, 2015 
 

The Delaware Thoroughbred Racing Commission held a regular meeting on 
Thursday, April 16, 2015, at 10:15 a.m., in the Veranda Room, White Clay Creek Country Club 

 at Delaware Park, 777 Delaware Park Blvd, Wilmington, DE 19804 
 

The following Commission members were present: 
W. Duncan Patterson, Jr., Chairman 

Edward J. Stegemeier, Secretary/Commissioner 
Henry J. Decker, Commissioner 
Debra M. Killeen, Commissioner 

Richard A. Levine, Esq., Commissioner 
 

The following individuals also were present: 
John F. Wayne, DTRC, Executive Director 

Andrew Kerber, Deputy Attorney General, Commission Counsel 
Edwin Kee, Delaware Secretary of Agriculture 

Austin Short, Deputy Secretary, DDA 
Debbie Carey, Human Resources Supervisor, DDA 

Kevin DeLucia, Sr. Vice President & CFO, Racing–Administration, Delaware Park  
Nancy Myshko, Delaware Park, Sr. Vice President, HR/EVS/F&B/Mutuel/Sec. 

John E. Mooney, Delaware Park, Executive Director of Racing 
Chris Sobocinski, Racing Information Coordinator, Delaware Park 

Jerome Doro, Racing Secretary, Delaware Park 
Bessie Gruwell, DTHA Executive Director 

Shanon Epley, DTHA Board 
Janet Ritchey, DTHA Board 

Francis J. Swift, Jr., DTRC, Inspector 
 John T. Peters, D.V.M., DTRC, Chief Commission Veterinarian 

G. Jack Houghton, DTRC, Chief Steward 
Fritz Burkhardt, DTRC, Steward 

Robert E. Colton, Delaware Jockey’s Association, Director 
Pam Rash, DTRC, Administrative Asst. (Recording Minutes) 

 

1. WELCOME & CALL TO ORDER 

At approximately 10:15 a.m., Chairman Duncan Patterson called the meeting to order.   

2. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Upon a motion duly made (Decker) and seconded (Killeen), minutes of March 19, 2015 were approved.   
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3. OLD BUSINESS (*Additional Topics added) 

A. Approval of ARCI Stacking Rule incorporation into DTRC Regulations 
 
DAG Andrew Kerber indicated the proposed amendment of the Stacking Rule was published in the 
Register of Regulations with the changes as discussed at the March 19, 2015 meeting, specifically 
eliminating the language saying “our rules will prevail” including a reference/exclusion to DTRC 15.20 and 
coordinates our rules with the ARCI Rule.  The rule has been published for comment and will be approved 
at the next meeting. 

∗ Summary Suspensions 

DAG Kerber discussed the proposal to amend the Regulations of the Thoroughbred Racing Commission 
to create a Summary Suspension Rule as 18.1.1.5 and to create a Stays Rule which uses the ARCI Stay 
Rule and provides that Stays will be determined by the Executive Director as 19.2.2.  There is an existing 
Continuance Rule in 19.6 in which he added “19.6.5 The Executive Director shall have authority and 
discretion to grant or deny applications for continuance in accordance with these rules.” 
 
Commissioner Decker asked that the references to Executive Director all be capitalized. 
 
A motion was made (Stegemeier) and seconded (Decker) to approve as proposed for publication in the 
Register of Regulations.  All were in favor. 

B. Equine Drug Testing Contract 

Mr. Wayne stated the contract was sent to Norm Hester, Truesdail Laboratories, and it should be received 
today or tomorrow. 

The modified proposal for the back-up laboratory as prepared by DAG Kerber was received yesterday and 
forwarded to Mr. Strug of Dalare Associates Inc.  Mr. Strug was on his way to Tampa and indicated that he 
would review it and get back to us shortly.  DAG Kerber indicated that rather than calling it a retainer, 
which has a different meaning in the legal field, it was called an availability fee.  Mr. Strug would be paid 
an availability fee of $5,000 for him to agree that he will have the availability to do any testing that we send 
him within the timeline and at the price as stated in his RFP. 

Commissioner Levine asked in the event that Dalare turns it down, is a motion needed for John Wayne to 
proceed with an offer to Industrial Laboratories?  Chairman Patterson stated that a motion was not needed 
and that the Commission gives Mr. Wayne authorization to discuss with Industrial Laboratories so that we 
can proceed with a formal vote at the next meeting. 

∗ Appeal Payment Reversals 

Bessie Gruwell asked how the Commission will handle appeal payments if an appeal is reversed.  If a 
person makes an appeal - makes a payment, files the appeal, and wins the appeal - does the money get 
reimbursed?  John Wayne stated the appeal money is returned but the court reporter fee is not refunded.  
There are some appeal bonds that will be going back to appellants. 

Commissioner Decker asked Ms. Gruwell if the horsemen know what the Commission is trying to do with 
the drug testing and back-up laboratory.  Ms. Gruwell indicated she has not heard a lot of discussion on it.  
Commissioner Decker asked Ms. Gruwell to please be sure it is communicated to the horsemen.  Ms. 
Gruwell will include the information in a one-page newsletter and will make an announcement at their open 
house on May 9.  Commissioner Decker advised Ms. Gruwell to consult with John Wayne on the wording 
in the newsletter if necessary. 
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4. NEW BUSINESS 

A. ARCI Meeting (April 20-23) 

Chairman Patterson discussed the meeting that will be taking place next week in Tampa.  At that time 
Cobalt Chloride, Carolina Gold and “Gaba” (Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid) proposals made by RMTC will go 
to the DSP Committee which he chairs.  He feels pretty confident it will be approved and will become a 
rule at the summer meeting on July 18.  This meeting is especially important from the drug testing as there 
will be a special meeting of the drug chemists to try to get more insight on the drugs and the testing so 
there will be consistent testing throughout the Country.   

Commissioner Stegemeier asked Chairman Patterson to confirm whether the levels for Cobalt will be 
decided at the ARCI meeting in July and will become an ARCI rule.  Chairman Patterson confirmed yes.  
Commissioner Stegemeier questioned whether the Commission would not be able to institute a rule on 
Cobalt until next year.  Chairman Patterson agreed but indicated we do have the opportunity to do out-of-
competition testing. 

B. Delaware Park Opening Day Press Conference 

Chris Sobocinski discussed the details for the Opening Day Press Conference.  It will take place at 12:00 
p.m. on Wednesday, May 13 in the New Castle Room, 3rd Floor Clubhouse.  All are invited 

C. Delaware Park Certificate of Insurance 

A Motion was made (Stegemeier) and seconded (Levine) to acknowledge receipt of the Certificate of 
Liability Insurance with Lowe-Tillson Insurance & Assoc.  All were in favor. 

∗ Econometrics Study 

Chairman Patterson stated a meeting was held with Secretary Ed Kee on Tuesday, April 14 and was 
attended by representatives from DTRC (Patterson, Wayne), Delaware Park (Mooney, DeLucia) and the 
horsemen (Gruwell).  The study shows a $120MM annual impact on goods and services in the State of 
Delaware and the state employees about 1,400 full-time equivalents with $52MM in wages and salaries 
(from the farm to the track).  Secretary Ed Kee indicated there was a lot of input from the industry, both the 
track side and horseman side, from both thoroughbred and standardbred.  The numbers will be reviewed 
in the next few days and will be submitted to the legislators, the Governor’s office and both Commissions 
around April 28.  There is a general consensus that the numbers seem accurate with a little adjustment on 
the number of employees.  The report will become public around April 28.   

Commissioner Decker questioned the full-time equivalents and whether the number included the farmers 
who raise the hay and grains all the way through the horse operations.  Secretary Kee confirmed it did and 
acknowledged the number seems low but it is an econometric model.  Total state, local and federal taxes 
paid is almost $17MM (property, income, etc.).  The federal numbers can be easily separated but the state 
and local cannot be easily broken out.  

Commissioner Stegemeier questioned Secretary Kee now that he has the report, what will he do with it?  
Secretary Kee indicated as commanded by the General Assembly, he will report this to the General 
Assembly and the Governor’s office where they will use it as part of the discussions of the balance of the 
role of the state and what they take out and what they keep from the casinos.  Secretary Kee reiterated, 
when reviewing the study results, try to remember to keep in mind, there are two parts, it defines the 
amount of purse money (which is the foundation for all the expenditures) and the meat of the study which 
is how much economic activity does the purse money generate, which is the big number.  In 2014, 
Delaware Thoroughbred and Arabian owners earned 16% of the total of $14.7MM in purses or $2.3MM.   

Secretary Ed Kee mentioned this study includes all the backside activity – hay, horseshoes, vets, etc. 
Those people do not work all year long and that is what made it challenging to figure the full-time 
equivalents.  Commissioner Levine indicated that from an advocacy point of view, the industry touches 
many more people because it is seasonal and has a lot of part-timers.  When it is reduced to 1,400 full-
time equivalency, which is surely economically correct, it is important for whoever makes decisions to 
know that it affects thousands of employees though it may be reduced to 1,400 full-time equivalency.  
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Secretary Kee agreed, but the safety check of the validity is the actual payroll and the actual payroll 
numbers are in there. Commissioner Levine pointed out that if a lot of people who are in season/part-time 
jobs lost those jobs, it would be affecting a lot more than 1,400 people.  Commissioner Decker asked if 
there is a body count.  Secretary Kee indicated there is a body count and that is what was used as the raw 
data to convert to the full-time equivalency.  Chairman Patterson stated that most thoroughbred owners 
and trainers are not residents of Delaware so the perception is that we are giving all of this money to out-
of-state people.  What he tried to instill into the thinking is that this purse money is going back into 
Delaware because the purse money is what is helping to make all payments to payroll, expenses, etc. thus 
dismissing the idea that all this money is going out of Delaware.  Commissioner Decker felt that what 
would play better with the public as well as with legislators is that the body count be used as an impact 
number.  Secretary Kee will take that suggestion to the professors.  If nothing else it can be used with an 
explanation. 

Commissioner Decker asked if the study would be released to the press at the same time.  Secretary Kee 
stated he would like to get it to the legislators and Governor’s office first.  Then a few days later a press 
release will go out advising the study is available. 

Bessie Gruwell indicated that the sentence on page 3 that in the thoroughbred racing, 16% of the 
$14.7MM is earned by Delaware owners is an important area that needs to be explained within the report, 
not after.  She suggested a sentence be included indicating there are 800 horses housed at the track and 
that money is generated here in Delaware.  Commissioner Stegemeier agreed that it needs to be 
explained.  Secretary Kee concurred and he will follow-up on it.  He indicated that every dollar generated 
by the people on the backside is included in the report.  A better job needs to be done in explaining it.    

Chairman Patterson asked Professor Latham at the meeting where thoroughbred and standardbred would 
rank within the state as far as employees and revenues generated.  Professor Latham indicated he will 
look into that. 

∗ Cobalt 

Chairman Patterson referred to the RMTC’s proposal that horses testing above 25 parts per billion Cobalt 
in plasma shall be: 

1. Subject to a fine or warning for first offence,  

2. Placed on the veterinarian list,  

3. Ineligible to race until they test below 25 parts per billion of Cobalt in plasma (at owner’s expense).   

Horses that test above 50 parts per billion Cobalt in plasma shall be subject to a Class B penalty which is 
the 2nd highest, which in most jurisdictions is: 

1.  Disqualification of the horse,  

2. Fine,  

3. Trainer suspension.   

Since ARCI makes the penalty, that will be part of the discussion.  The ARCI position on this is that this is 
for the health and wellness of the horse.  It has not been proven at what levels it is a performance 
enhancer.  Studies have been done that show it has a deleterious effect on the horse.  We saw films 
presented by Mary Scollay, Chief Veterinarian and Medical Director for the state of  Kentucky.  The focus 
is on the health and wellness of the horse. 

John Mooney questioned a recommendation by a veterinarian that it should be 75 parts.  Chairman 
Patterson stated it was Dr. Maylin who recommended it be 75 parts.  Right now it is very controversial. 

∗ Gaba (Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid) Chairman Patterson shared that the RMTC has approved a racing 
threshold for 110 parts per billion in blood for the natural occurring amino acid, gamma-aminobutyric acid, 
better known as Carolina Gold in the industry.  This medication/drug is used as a calming agent on the 
horse.   
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5. REPORT FROM DTRC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Summary of Activities Report for February 1 to March 31, 2015 

Executive Director Wayne submitted his written report to the Commission for the period February 1 to March 
31, 2015.  Points of interest read into the record included: 
 
  Feb-Mar 2015 Year-To-Date 

Number of Persons Fingerprinted            22          30 
Fingerprint Fees Collected           $0   $2,370 
DTRC Licenses Issued            227       1,061 
Fines & Appeal Fees Collected      $2,000   $2,000 
License Fees Collected        $9,860 $23,300 
 
Other Statistics During April 
ARCI National Surveys answered 6 
Contacts from Police Agencies 26 
Contacts from Video Lottery Enforcement  12 
Freedom of Information Act Request for Info 3 
National Racing Compact Reviews 2 
National Racing Compact Applications Rec’d 22 
Contacts from Racing Industry Groups 22 
Contacts from other Racing Commissions 34 
Contacts from other Race Associations 23 
Contacts from the General Public 8 
Contacts from Horsemen 12 
Media Contacts 13 
Contacts from Racing Officials Accreditation  51 
 Program (ROAP)  
  

Commissioner Stegemeier asked why the license fees are so much higher considering the licenses issued is 
lower this period versus the same period last year.  Mr. Wayne stated it could be due to the length of the 
license (3 year vs. 1 year), the type of license (Owner, Trainer, Groom, etc.).  There is no way to predict the 
trend from year-to-year. 
 
Mr. Wayne clarified the $2,000 Fines Collected are from fines from 2014 but not collected until this year.  
Chairman Patterson asked what the outstanding fines are.  Mr. Wayne believed there was $5,000.00 
outstanding.  Specifically, fines from Julio Cartagena $2,500 and Donald Roberson for $2,500 are amassing 
interest and late fees while they remain unpaid.  Both subjects are currently suspended and will remain so until 
those fines are satisfied.   
 
Mr. Wayne gave an update on the Racing Officials Accreditation Program hosted at Delaware Park on March 
30 and 31.  It was a two-day continuing education class for the ROAP.  It was well attended again.  Each year 
there are officials who attend even though they don’t need the credit hours because they enjoy the comradery 
and the round table discussions. The benefit our Commission derives is the savings on travel.  The food and 
beverage is by far the best of all the tracks in North America, the staff is very accommodating, the AV 
accommodations and the appointments in the room are outstanding.  Duncan Patterson congratulated Mr. 
Wayne on the work and stated he does a good job.  It is a lot of work rounding up the speakers, attendees and 
planning the event.  It is one of the highest attended CE classes in the country. 
 
Mr. Wayne gave an update on the Organization of Racing Investigators  meeting held at the New 
Meadowlands in East Rutherford, NJ on March 1-4.  Despite some very harsh weather, the meeting was well 
attended.  A lot of issues that are challenges to our industry were discussed and those in attendance benefited 
from the networking and communicating between the jurisdictions.   Mr. Wayne related that he was elected as 
Chairman of ORI and that as Chairman appointed Francis J. Swift as his Secretary for ORI.  The ORI meeting 
in 2016 will be held at Delaware Park and another chance to show-off the first class facility at Delaware Park. 
 
Mr. Wayne showed a translucent, plastic, zipper bag that will be used in the test barn to hold the lids to the 
sample containers to eliminate the possibility of environmental / or handler contamination.  They are currently 
being used in at the Delaware harness tracks.  Dr. Peters can share more information on this. 
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6. REPORT FROM DTRC CHIEF COMMISSION VETERINARIAN 
 
Health Report 

 
John T. Peters, D.V.M., Chief Commission Veterinarian made the following report: 
 
There was one horse euthanized.  It was injured in the truck coming from Arkansas to Delaware Park.  Dr. 
Warren met the truck when it came to Delaware Park.  She recommended that the horse be sent to New 
Bolton Center.  The Owner was contacted but wanted her to treat it.  Four days later she approached Dr. 
Peters and asked him to look at the horse.  The horse was in such bad condition and was so far infected that it 
was not feasible to save the horse and it had to be put to sleep. 
 
Dr. Peters contacted Tom Moran’s office at Mosquito Control and asked if they would look after Delaware Park 
again this year.  They said they would and Dr. Peters thanked him for doing that. 
 
Dr. Peters would like everyone to take note and work a little bit harder so we have a better year this year and 
he hopes everyone has a good time. 
 
Dr. Peters confirmed the translucent bags for the container lids is the system currently being utilized at Dover 
Downs and Harrington.  He contacted Jose Gonzales at Delaware Park to install the container lid bags in the 
test stalls.   

7. REPORT FROM DELAWARE THOROUGHBRED HORSEMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

Delaware Certified Thoroughbred Program Report 
 

DTHA Executive Director, Bessie Gruwell filed the following report: 
 
There were 15 DCTP applications.  The starting balance for bonuses this year is $1,049,726.  There will be an 
open house on May 9.  This will be advertised in a newsletter and an announcement will be made to the 
horsemen.  DTHA will be hosting 3 family fun days:  May, August and September.  A Father’s Day celebration 
will be held on Saturday, June 20 which will include an essay contest asking participants why they think their 
father should be recognized.  The Annual Owner’s Day event will be held September 12 and the golf 
tournament will be held September 11. 
 
Commissioner Decker stated the applications seem to have stabilized.    Ms. Gruwell agreed and indicated 
feedback from the farm owners is they are having people coming back in.  People who left the program are 
returning.  Yesterday there were 8 new applications from someone who has never been in the program.   
 
Commissioner Decker asked Ms. Gruwell to please include the Commissioner members on the newsletter. 

8. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Delaware Park 

John Mooney indicated applications look strong, but he never counts until they come through the gate.  Some 
are coming, some are already here. He does not expect any problems.  

Impact Assessment System (IAS) 

Robert Colton discussed the Linx IAS by BlackBox Biometrics.  BlackBox Biometrics will supply the Delaware 
Jockeys’ Association with 12 units to test.  Mr. Colton distributed to the Commission a Business Plan and 
indicated there is a waiver that will need to be signed.  Kevin DeLucia stated that Delaware Park feels there 
needs to be a meeting outside of Delaware Jockeys Health and Welfare Benefit Board or the Racing 
Commission meeting to discuss protocol.  They applaud all the work that has been done.  This is a very 
serious issue and this is a step in the right direction. Delaware Park feels as their EMT’s are involved, they are 
our employees but they are under the direction of the Medical Director of Delaware and feel their protocols will 
need to be updated as well and they need to understand the system and incorporate that into their concussion 
protocol.  Delaware Park is more than willing to work through this process will probably need to meet quickly to 
get the ball rolling. 
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Robert Colton reiterated this does not detect/diagnose concussions, it just makes note that there was an 
impact.  They make no claims in terms of making a medical statement.   

Mr. Colton was looking for direction and has gotten that here today.  He knew that it would take several 
meetings with several entities.  He indicated that having a meeting with Delaware Park first and then 
presenting to the Commission and the Delaware jockeys Health and Welfare Benefit Board would be the 
process.  Commission Stegemeier conveyed that it may be a little premature.  He would like some time to look 
at this, have some discussions. There are a lot of questions. Mr. Colton agreed and indicated the Commission 
meeting was the one place where he could get all the people that would be involved together in one place to 
share the information and discuss the issues and get direction, which he feels he has gotten. 

Commissioner Decker questioned why the waiver of liability was necessary.  Mr. Colton speculated that it 
probably is their standard in case someone claimed they were injured wearing this.  He can discuss with their 
Legal Department.  He got this late last night; this had not come up in any of his discussions with them.  
Commissioner Decker questioned why a jockey would be willing to sign this and indicated that after Mr. Colton 
had discussions with the Jockeys for him to please convey their point of view to the Commission. 

Mr. Colton stated he is hoping to get by the issues and indicated the units are being provided free of charge. 
He feels the unit is outstanding in what it can accomplish.  He pointed out a report the British Horseracing 
authority has done on concussions contained in the handout.  They have the longest study, over 20 years, of 
concussions in the world.  They have put in protocols to deal with concussions and have successfully reduced 
the concussion rates.  They have determined that if you can keep a rider who has concussed off the horse 
after a fall, it greatly reduces the total amount of falls and injuries.  In addition, it was determined that women 
have 5 times the incidence of concussion in horse racing vs. their male counterparts. 

Mr.  Wayne questioned what the initial cash outlay would the EMT’s need to be equipped with IPads.  Mr. 
Colton stated that BlackBox Biometrics would be willing to supply the IPads at no cost.  He will have a more 
definitive plan as discussions continue.  Mr. Wayne asked if Delaware would be the first jurisdiction to do this.  
Mr. Colton indicated Delaware would be part of their test protocol.  They really want to test Horse Racing.  
They were surprised at the high concussion incidence in Horse Racing. 

Achievements 

Commissioner Decker pointed out an article that was written about John Wayne and his appointment as 
Chairman of the Organization of Racing Investigators and indicated it was greatly understated concerning his 
abilities and experience.  Particularly, it missed John’s role in protecting the Queen of England at Keeneland.  
He just wanted to share the article and feels it is understated, and he congratulated Mr. Wayne on his 
appointment and the article. 

Laboratory 

Steward Fritz Burkhardt asked for clarification on the laboratories and what timing was.  There are horses that 
need to work off the vets list and they are waiting for supplies.  Mr. Wayne indicated that containers were on 
their way as of yesterday via overnight.  They are expected by Friday.  The signed contract should be received 
today or tomorrow.     

9. ADJOURNMENT  TO EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 
Upon a motion duly made (Decker) and seconded (Killeen), the meeting was adjourned and moved to 
Executive Session to discuss personnel issues at approximately 11:20 a.m. 

A discussion of the remaining meetings took place.  It was decided to move the May meeting to Wednesday, 
May 13, 2015 at 9:05 a.m. prior to the Delaware Park news conference scheduled for 12:00 noon.   The 
remaining dates remain the same (June 17, July 13, August 20, September 9, October 7, October 21 [Annual 
Review], and November 12). 

10. ADJOURNMENT 
 

The meeting was called back into Public Session and a motion was made (Decker) and seconded 
(Stegemeier) to adjourn at 12:30 p.m.   
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